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Abstract
This report represents a first step in the framework 01' an
1 ;t • h l' .., 231peva u~ Lon for t e 1'0 10wLng transact~nLum Lsotopes: a,
237U 237u 238N 236Pu 238Pu 241Am 242em, :up t p, , , , •
Microscopic neutron nuclear data have been evaluated and 5-group values
derived for the radiative capbure , the fission. the (n.2n) cross section and
for the mean number 01' neutrons per fission. These data have been requested
for safeguard studies and burnup calculations. In the case 01' lack 01'
experimental data simple systematic methods have been applied for the determi-
nation 01' the cross aect Lons,
Zusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit stellt einen ersten Schritt im Rahmen einer exakten systematischen
Auswertung für die folgenden Transactiniumisotope dar :231 Pa., 232U, 23~u, 236{j,
237Ue 237NP e 238NP e 236Pu , 238Pu , 241Am, 242em•
Für den Einfangquerschnitt, den Spaltquerschnitte den (n,2n)-Querschnitt und
die mittlere Anzahl der Spaltneutronen sind mikroskopische Daten ausgewertet
und 5-Gruppenkonstanten bestimmt worden. Diese Daten sind für Untersuchungen
in der Spaltstoffflußkontrolle und für Abbrandrechnungen angefordert worden.
Im Falle fehlender experimenteller Dateninformation wurden einfache systema=
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For the purpese of safeguard studies and burnup ca.lculations for the
analysis of the fUel~cycle the following types of microscopic neutron
nuclear data ha.ve been evaluated and transformed into 5-group cross
sections:
a ~ radia.tive caopture cross sectiony
cr - fission cross sectionf
a2n- cross section for the (n.2n)-process
-v - mean number of secondary neutrons per fission
237U92











The whole energy range extending from 0 to 10 MeV has been subdivided ~n
the following five groups:
Energy range
Group 10"Ter limit uppez' limit Characterization
1 800 keV 10 Me'V ! fast region2 4E$.5 keV 800 keV
3 1 keV 46.5 keV unresolved resonance region
4 0.465 eV 1 keV I (partly) resolved r-esonance
region
5 0.025 eV thermal group
I
As weighting spectra over the whole energy range the spectrum 01' a typical
therma.l reactor and that of a typical fast reactor have been used
(Figures 1.2.3).
Zum Druck eingereicht am 8. Juli 1970
.. 2 ..
The thermal grouJ? comprises only the energy of 0.025 eV and the values
indicated as thermal ones are in general unweighted neutron data at
0.025 eVa
This report represents the results of 80 first evaluation of the still
very sparae experimental data information for the isotopes investigated.
For a later time more thorough evaluations covering the full range of
microscopic nuclear data types are envisaged. As far 80S reasonable
and practicable use has been made of the existing literature. CINDA 68
/'61 7 has been taken as basic source of reference Lnt'ormat.Lon , Highest
.. ..
priority has been given as far as considered suitable to the most recent
references. Whenever possible already existing evaluations have been
preferred. A comparison of the present results with later published
evaluationswhich could no more be taken into account is given in chapter
V.
The large gaps in the basic experimental data necessitated in man cases
the use of nuclear systematics for the determination of the desired data.
Here rather simple considerations and methods had to be applied because
of the limited spaee cf time WhiCh has been available from the side of
the Karlsruhe safeguard project for the evaluation of the required data.
For each of the various energy ranges ieee the thermal one. the (partly)
resolved resonance region, the unresolved resonance region and the fast
energy range the derivation of the desired neutron nuclear data is treated
in a special chapter including each time all of the isotopes studded ,
The tables 11 end 12 give a complete survey about the computed 5-group
constant values for the two reactor types.
In performing the calculations reported in this paper use was made of
the IBM 360/65 end partly of the IBM 7074, too.
- 3 ...
H. Neutron cross sections at thermal ener.&'[ (O.025 eV)1 ,- , - '. ort ..._ ..._ ............,;;00...........
Por the thermal values of the radiative capture and fission cross sections
of the various isotopes published experimental or evaluated information
was available with the exception of the capture cross sections of 238Np






Rere ry end rf are averages of the partial widths for capture and fission
for s-wave reson~~ces.
The above formula is only strictly valid in the Breit-Wigner one-level
approximation. where rf and f y are the parameters belonging to the first
resonance. Because of unknown resonance parameters for the two isotopes
thea'lle~age V'aJ.ueß----f':!:'-oIll-table~I.~.1 in chapter----III end the thermal
fission cross section from ~able 1 have been used.
The thermal (1~- and (1 ~values for the isotopes considered ure listed in
I y
table 1 together with the corresponding documentation. The preferred
values are given in the tables 11 and 12•
..
Values for the mean number of neutrons generated by thermal fission
Vt herm are quoted in table J. Their determination is described in
chapter IV.5 which deals in general with the energy dependence of V.
- h -
rrr. Neutron cross sections in the resona~ce reg10p
The experimental information in this energy range consists of measured
r-esonance integrals and resolved resonance measurements avai.LabLe for
11· . t t 237U 238l\T. 236p 242C Tb 1 . .a 1S0 opes excep , .1P. u and m, e atter anf'ormataon
is only for a few isotopes given up to some hundrede of eV. The resonance
integrals offer the possibility to deterrrine directly by means of average
resonance parameters group averaged cross sections weighted with a
1/E spectrum.
BeLov 46.5 keV which is the upper lirrit of group 3 only s- and p-vave











"lJhere . :{ - "t- aLS
1. = I} or 3
(rII.1)
?or the isotopes st.ud'ied i t can be as suned to a good approxi.matri on that
they are present in very strong dilution. rr one uses the narrow-resonance
apP'ro~i~ation for the collision density, the cross sections of an isotope ~
averaged over an energy group 1 are given in this case by the following
. L-9_7relat10n
r C'(1C)"11?J .J. ~ ~,~~~
.6E.
J.
x = y or f
vrith ]. = 4 or 3
'?(v)- collision densityJ ..w -
= Et (E) cjJ(E)
(rII.2)
In addition to the above mentioned conditions this formula presupposes
that the sum of the total cross sections of all other materials 1J' +1J
is constant over .6E.. One has to be aware of the fact that this secend
1
condition is only then fulfilled, if the flux is not disturbed by resonances
... 5 -
of the other materials ~' +~. which is actually not the case.
The determination of the mean number of neutrons per fission in the
resonance region is described in chapter 111.5. The results are
given in table 7. The values for Oft 0y and VOf averaged over the
energy groups 4 and 3 are quoted in table 11 for athermal reactor
and in table 12 for a fast reactor spectrum.
II} •1 Thermal reactor
For the collision density an the epithermal region the well-known l/E-
depend.ence YTas assumed which is expected to hold. rather we l.l, in the whole
region of athermal reactor. This special energy dependence of the
collision density enables us to determine the cross section averages
over the energy group 4 (0.465 eV ... 1 keV) by means of tue measured
infinite dilution resonance integral. More explicitly this would mean
that the average cross sections over group 4 are obtained as difference
between the measured infinite dilution resonance integral and the inte-
culation of the latter one has been performed in principle by Dresner L-10_7
and. is outlined farther below
<0 » =
x ~
1 . .. r(R{' )exp ... (RI ) 7
rdE ... X_IN XI{-(4)E K-=ECd E =1keV
where X = Y or f
(III.1 • 1 )
That procedure permits the application of average resonanceparameters
instead of resolved ones in an energy region where the latter ones should
be used. but where in general they are knOvffi only in a small subrange.
This is due to the fact that the resonance parameters have to be inserted
only in the second term of equation (111.1.1). and that this term concerns
the energy range above 1 keV, i.e. a range where the application of average
resonance par~eters is appropriate.
- 6 -
F t l ;, . t al (RIoo)eX"ll t' t ff T'* .~ or .le neasur-en resonance an egr x ,. ne cu or ener gy J.!.. 1.S
equal, to the cadmi.un eutoff enez-gy, It has values bet.veen O.lt Md
0.6 eV depending upon the thiekness of the Cd-layer eovering the eon-
sidered s ampLe , ~!e h ave assuned the cadrai.um eutoff for all measured
r-esonance integrals as identical ,vith the Lover bcund.az-y of gr-oup 4.
The resulting error 1.S only thensignificant. if there is a resonanee
in the nei~hbourhood of 0.5 eV.
In the resion above 1 keV. however, no resonanees are kno~m for any of
the isotopes. The eontributions of these resonances to the tota.l
resonanee integral is on Ly a smaLL eorreetion. IIere the average
resonance para'11eters will be sufficieht and the cross seetions averaged
over the ener gy group 3 were obtained by computation of the resonance
integrals as g~ven by Dresner within the limits cf 1 keV and,46.5 keV.
<0 >3x
1~6.5 keV
(BI ) 1 1 Vx Ke where x = y or f
The actual calculation of the resonanee integrals proceeds as folIows.
The contribution of the resonances above some eutoff energy to the total
resonence integral can be written in the following form
RI (E*) =
x
I ..d.9-=0 . -·2~ (J)+ ~ 3 5 T
X J=I I-I .~
I 2
'~1ere x = y or f
(III.1.3)
T~1e :"i~,:)t t erm of this e quat i.on rcpresents the contribution of the s-Have
res onances , the seeond that of the p-wave resonances •
The calculation of the resonance integrals has been carried out according
to Dresner L-10_7.
The quantities Ix are given by the expressions beLov ,
J
dE
--E x= y or f
The braoket denotes an average with respect ~o the statistical distri-
butions of the reaction widths.






. h' h *FJ.rst we as sume that a.ll t e resonances an t e energy range :rrom E to
;1"\\ •









with B(J) = y f
r(O)J/EK 1
n
end x = y 01' f
n
- 0 -
For ]?-vaves the energy dependence of the neutron width ~s approximately
given by
-J '" -(O)Jr = r
n n
Thus one obtains analogollsly as for the s-waves
= Iti*2(E*)
DJ
1 2 2 -Lt'IT *=0 r 1
= x r {'ITD~ ;; - E,2/313 2' +
v
B,1/3_2~ 1
arc tan ( 1/3 ) - 273




=.t = (j;pot "'h 2.10-6/- v- 1 72 2 ",.. . _ e
;.c 0 J:+1'I'=*0
for the nuclei considered.




ß J = 2(21+1)
effective radius of the nucleus
- potential scattering cross section. assumed to be 11b
- reduced neutron wave length
*" = lt55'18 .A::1/b leVo A
with A = mass numbe r of the target nucleus
TIere ve have taken k~ = 2.09'105 rb'eV 7 for all
the nuclei considered
statistical spin factor
wi th J - total angular momentrum of the compound nucleus
I - spiri of the tarl2'et nuc l e ns
- average level svacing




- total width = r + r (+ r f )n y
cutoff energy above which the contribution of
the resonances to the resonance integral has been
calculated
The effect of fluctuations in the neutron vridths has been taken into
account subsequently for nonfissile nuclei by applying according to
Dresner a correction fa.ctor to the expression for I~=O. These factors
x
with values betveen 1.0 and 0.7 depending on the value of B have
been taken from the curve of Kuhn and Dresner L-10. pp. 98_7.
been chosen as constant.
r hasy
Because of the many exit channels this is
a good assumption for r 4y
For fissile nuclei the statistical distribution of the fission widths
has in astriet sense to be regarded addionally. Beeause of the large
- -------unce:t't-ain-ti-es-- in the fi---ss--i---QJ.;l. w;idths F hmv;e-ve-I'. t.he ]:!ßt.-heI! ex:t~eIls:j v-e
calculations were not eonsidered worthwhile at present. This means
that for fissile nuelei no correetion faetors at all have been applied.
Doppler broadening of the resonances as weIl as interferenee effeets
between the resonances have not been considered.
Resonanee narameters
.-..-=6t'. •
The average resonance parameters used in the calculations are summarized
in the tables III.:1.1 and III.1.2. Even end odd isotones are listed
• '$ I M f t t ........ - ....4
separately. For the p-wave strength funetion the value 81 = 2.0'10 •
independent of J. was as sumed throughout for all isotopes.
Since even nuclei have the spin 1=0. the q~antum numbers J of the
total angular momenbum may take the values
J = ~ for ~=O
1 3J = -2" -2 for ~=O1,2 •
.. 10 ..
Then it follows for the statistical sp~n factor of even nuclei for
s-waves gJ=1/2 = 1 and. for p-waves gJ=1/2 = 1 and. gJ=3/2 = 2. The
resonance integral consists therefore of one s-wave resonance series
and. two p-vTave resonanceseries. For odd nuclei the possible J-values
and the statistical factors gJ have been tabulated in table III.1.2.
In aßdition to the basic s-wave resonance parameters in the tables are
also given the p-vave neutron widths end the average level spacings
for all J-values possible for t=O and t=1. Here the J-dependence of
the average level spacing predicted by the Fermi gas model has been
used.
const J(J+' )20'2
=2J+1 • e (III.1 .12)
For the spin cutoff para.meter (J the value 4 has been assumed , recommended





In order to obtain absolute values for the average level spacing DJ one
can make use of the obaerved s-wave level density .
1 1 1 1 +Pobs =- = - = + =..
Dt=O
...









The parity dependence of Dn J has been shown by Ericson /-62 7 to beNt - -
very small and has been neglected.
Using the average level spacings calculated ~n the indicated manner




-D .eJf ""0 and
r(O) =
n ~=1 .J" respectively
II- ~I < Jf < I+ .1.
- 2 II- 11 < J" < I+ 12 - _. 2 (III.1.16)
Here So and 81 are the strength functions for s- and p-wave neutrons
respectively.





1 1 3 I- J=- J~Ir\VJ 2 D 3 r(O) 2 r(O) 2 !
nJ,.=O Q,=1 •J=-- nQ,=1 nQ,=1 Ic IL-meV.7 L-ev.72 L·mev.7 L·meV.7 I
1. 31 7.20 2.62 1.44
2.29 10.50 3.82 2.10
2.25 9.50 3. 1t6 1.90
0.88 3.72 1.35 O. 71~
0.r(35 1+. Ol~ 1 .).j.7 0.808
I
I

















7 •35 It aken fror,
15 (f)
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ca.Lc , (b) 11,. 6.76 It aken frordl1l2040
15 (f)
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.0 Ias sumed I
Iva.lue frOmj













.~ .el r r-T In
I Y I I +1 lobs
Isotope ,L-mev_7 Reference ,SOx10 ~ Reference IL-eV.7IReference
I
-I
1232U (h)1 50 I 1 111.0
23)+U (h) I 25
236U (h) I 23
238 ND(h) I 1~0
Table 111.1.2: Averarre resonance parameters f1ir the odd nuclei investigated
Heference I J( 9,=0) IJ( 9.=1 )I
... r--'-~'... "1-." --rrI " I "1 I
D b" I Ir+"1o ~ ~
L"ev_7IRerJrenee L-mev_7IRefereneeRefe:r-ence
----r
-I IL~.:) I Re ferenee )80"10.4Ls obope
............... . . i..... •.. r.,.-..--~ _._- ~
lll..........', I ..•••. I I. _ t I 1---.. .J ._.J.J...- I ..J.•••* ! I I ! J _





















Isotope I J 1 J 2
......... • I I' 1











'"'J J 3 J 4J 1 ,J2
..*" •.• 11'" ~ .' • •
1 3 5 7
15 'IT 'rr 1!
1 3 5
'4 '4 '4 ...
3 5 1- 912 ..- -12 12 12
3 5 t 2-







Co~~ents to the tables 111.1.1 and 111.1.2
Ca) Using the thermal fission cross section &~d the s-wave strength function





The meaning of E~ is= 1.2J+1= 2(2I+1 ~valid tor even nuclei with GJ
explained below.
The relation can be deduced by considering the fission r-eaonan ces as
isolated an d de s cr i.b i.ng t.hem by the one-level forr:ula. Then it is
wher-e the index r runs over the various S-'iTave resonances • jI,>O contri-
butions are conpletely negligible because only the case E~O is of
~ntt:rest here.






T11e enerr;y ~region above E is now subdivided into intervals i of the
Lenrrth t:.E ••
- l
Their nunber in the interval i
'I'he resonances in such an interval are de s i gnat.ed 'bv r .•LILi ~ l
is consequently giveri by ::-=- • vhere
D.;




















Becauae no correlations betvrecn r 'P' r and E exist, ",re can as surne
... n r
for all thc resonances ln the interval i to have the s~e Dartial widtns
n ameLy t.he nean values of tele partial wid.ths in t.he Lnt.erve.L i
- 15-
r (().) and... -r n' •






In order to be al.Loved to .irrtroduce cner gy inde:aendent r-cact.i on vri.dt.hs
one has to T'1a.J~e the aa sunpt i on that all t.he r e sonances above y!!t have
t ne same l,artial uidths and t.he same level spac i.ng , The ne an values
of t he neutron and fission vridtlls and t he mean level spac i.nr o f' all
t.he se resonances have been adopt.ed as appr-opr i at.e quarrt i t i e s , '1'11 i 5
yields
?
-(n)-Tf*Ö r . I'.<> bE.
0 p Cr: ) n J ? 1_. -_.-
"J. llB EI;]J ). 1
(rr r, 1.?2)







'I'he 8"!Jccialization on tllerm.al energJ.cs J?errrrits t he det.ermi.nati on of
• - / M •thc r at.a.o r f E frol'1 t.h i s f'ormuLa., r f t hus deperids on t he position
of t.he Love s't r-esonance , Thc Lowes t ene r-gy at ....rh i ch resonances of
fissionable nuclei are situated Ls nostly 0.3 eV. "1;Je have chosen rather
arbitrarily an energy of 0.5 cV vrhieh coincides vith thc cutoff energy
p*'
..L.~ •
(b) In these cases the s~wave strength function was obtained by makinG
UBe of t.he infinite d'iIut i.on fission resoanee integraL
The contribution of the r-esonances of the s-orave seri cs , as sumed as




= _~7T 1\0 [.;
r ~:'-
(IIl.1.24)
whe re "r" runs over all S-vTave resonances ,
- 16 ...
Hith r~»rr t rr (wh i ch lS the case for the isotope at.ud i ed) it follows
r'V r" y n
r =r f • If one aSSQmes the contributions of the p- ill1d hißher t-wave
neutrons to the total r'e s onan ce integral to be srna.l L conpared to that
of the s--vave neutrons ... a condition wh i ch in generally fulfillecl













00 'V 2 n ~ dE 0 (111.1.26)RTf = 2TI1.O ;;~3/2 =-- c:D E* ;jJr ....0
Di fferent f'rom case (a.), EM has here the meam.ng of t.he cadmiun cutoff
cnerE;;'{•
If the fission r e s onance integral above :eM lS known fron exper i.merrt , this
f'or-nu La [d ve s the pos s i.biLity to det.e rnine t.he s -vave s t renrrt.h function
I')"p
«: Tlüs has been t.he case for r_"'-'Jrn •
. '0'
of 1 ".~ >.) tY1C ~werace cf t.hc
(In .1.2"{)
T'f'-vnJ..ucs fOT
tl-,e ei.r;ht kr.own r-es on en ce s bet.ve en 5.97 eV and 75.1 eV. 1t ';Jas che cked
Fo.r t h i s nurr.ose t he re sonance inter:raJ cont.ri.buti ons 01' tJ1C Y.nOVD
capt.ur-e and fission r'e s onance s UD to "(5 cV havo hccn ca.l.cu.l.at.cd , Tben
t.ho c1.if'ferencc bo tween t.he rte asu rerl arid t.he se :nartiaJ. r-es onanc e interTal,:;
for CIl::lture 8.Jlrl_ f i as i on rcs.,--,cctivcl:r r;ives t.he cont.r i but i ons of t.he re-
aonances ab ove 75 e'.T.
apnroxirn.tc relation:
The chos en r &J1d r fl va'l.ue s shouLd fu.lfil1 t.hey .l
nr I""--:L~_




This vas f'ound to be actiua.lLy the case ,
.... 242Fo'r Lack of avai.Lab.Le dat a t.he aver-aze resonance n.arameters OJ. Gm
'24)... .
have bean as sumed to be t he sane as for Cm , This C8..7J. be .justified
by tb.eir si~ilar fission terriers and binding energies.
-(r) ?~le level den s i tv p.] = 1/JiJ nas 'been obtained f'r-om P J = P O( 2J + 1)
;.There J is t he total angu.Lar moment.un of the levels cons i dez-ed , In a
:report ;Tritten bvHoore arid Simpson r 15 7 On is Given far nuclei
- ... '..
with even Z a8 a function of the neutron birrding enerG! .
(h) If DO contrary corrnent is reported the averaGe resona7J.ce paraneters
have oeer obtained a3 aritr~etic me&l values of the resolved resonance
parar.eters gJ.ven in the quot.ed reference work ,
(i) 'I'he va.Iue s indicated have been calculated by the author of the c i.ted
reference hirself from his o"m experimental data.
- '8 -
In the f'oLl.ovi.ng table measured arid eva'Iuat.ed elata of infinite dilution
rcsonance integrals for capture and fission have "teen listeel.
'I'ahLe III.'. 3 : Infinite dilution r esonance integrals for
capture anel fission
___ • • __. • ._._._._._._._...... ....._ ........._._k ~._..........·• ""••• 11 .-111 •• - .-..... ._._~ _
Isotone nr"/-b 7 Reference Comment.s
.. y.-
................----,....-.-......_.--_..............--_._------_._-----------------_.---.-.........-....











22 evaluation of mea-
sureel resonance
integrals
700±70 23 nreferred value










o 2 neglicib1e subthres-
hold fission /-, 7
o 2 negligible subthres-
hold fission /-, 7
3'0 2 es t i.mated f'r-om
resonance par-a-
meters










































L12Un p X' DO± indi-
cated in detail
in reference /-3 7
-
e xpe r i.men't a'L value,




of reference L-25 7
calculatec1 f'r on re-
sulvecl resonance para-
meters, extraJ)olated
to h i gh ene.rg i e s
exper iraerrt a.L v.aLue 0
the sinGle ~easure- 0
ne rrt ave.i Lab.l,e of
070b /-25 7 corrected
in-a männer not in-
d icated in na,rticular;
pr-obabIy f'or- the Lack-
ine; 1/v ]')art of the
mcasured intecral
e.versfTc af t.he two ve.Lue s
f'or the reS0l12J.1Ce inte-
gral whi ch Lncl.ude t.he






ween O.5eV and 11':e\
has been est imat.ed
to oe O.3h;ap;ainst
the ca]ture integrrl
it ray be neglec-
ted
- 20 -
':'"'nble 111.1.:1 corrt i nucd
----~-_........----_.._._._._-------------------~-------
Isotope <;0 - 7T<T / b "Roferencc
y- -









































meters up to 100kcV
l'referred
:v:aJH€ :
avez-age va.Iue of 21~
the two ca.lcuä at.ed
resonance integrals
calculated fron re- 8.5
solved re80n811ce
paramet.ers ,extra}lO-




poLated to lü((" erH;J'cies
ca.Lcu.Lat.crl ,~'fVl re- 13
sonance par~~eters
up to 100 keV
from the mensured 30
absorption integral
(700b) with Cnpt/Abs
=0.96 (the lower limit

























ters up to 100keV
from thc measured
abs onpt i.on inte-
gral (700b ) with
Capt/Abs=0.96
preferred because












r; where the mean capture and fission wi.dt.hs ofTable 111.1.1 have been inserted.
( ) . t al f' 236ru . d .t The capture z-esonance an egr or P Jias been obt ai.ne uaang the
formulae of Dresner (111.1.3, 111.1.8) with the average values of
(0) .. I 1 .r
v
' r f' and r 80S Li st.ed an table I 1.1.1. There on ;{ the contrl-
i''- n
bution of the s-waves has been t&:en into account.
(u) For 242 em the sane resonance para~eters as for 244em have been assumed.
Then the value of the absorption resonance integral t oo , 813.:1 be taken
2)+4 -
to be the sarce as for CD. )',,].1 the references and dat a f,i ven con-
. 242 244
cerning the resonance lntegrals of Gm refer to Cm.
111.2 Fast reactor
In the resonance region the wei91ting of the cross sections was performed
b;T ue.i.nr; thc IT.AP-Core snect rum (Fi['Ure 2). For the resolved resonance
region this has an irn.portallt consequence because the HAP-spectru.m gives
the greatest veicht to the uppe'r part of the energv r ange of group 4. In
that range, however, thc resonences for the Dost part are unknown and the
known r'es onance s , above all the h i ghcs t one s , f'rom the first part of t.he
enernr r:rou:o 0.0 not nlay a r:reat part in the averaGincs because of that
ape c i.a.l. f'or'm of the "Teighting spect.run , Therefore the cross secti.ons for
thc r-es o.Ived r-es onance rer:lOU have been comput.e d b;iT us i.nrr t':1e statistical
Onl:- in t:--,at e ase , vhere cross ae ct.i ous












38h p. .... t- ,
Reference
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The cross sections for tlle unresolved region have been throughout cal-
culated \Tith the HEPEREX-Code.
The resulting cross sections have been che cked at several energies for
232U and the foul' odd nuclei investigated.
The averaging vTas carried out according to the formula (111.2).
- 23
I~I Netrtron cross sections ln thc fast re~ion
- .._ -
:ror this erierrty r-anr;e energy-l1e;pendent cross se c t i on s could be ext.r'act ed
f'r'ori the J.itcrature for a Larv;e par-t of t.he isotopes cons i der-ed , For
t.he Lsot.opes for vh i ch no cross section dat.a were ava i Lab Le s i.mr.Le nuelear
syster.J.atics have been a:n}llicc' 1,0 generate thc des i r-ed dat.a ,








where x =Y. f. 2n
l = 2 01" 1
(IV.l )
l1Y us i n g a cornput.e r prograra. of Hrs. KrieG ;-27 7. The tables 11 and. 12
...... - 11: • •
p;ive Iists of thc mcan values for cal'ture. fission. (n.2n) reaction cross
se ct i ons and for the mean number of neutrons per fission in t he fast
enerr;z region.
IV .1.•.• ;'ieighj;}PG s~pcctra
As for a t.he rmaf reactor the cr-os s sections were wei.ght.ed vlith t.he flux
spectra di apl.ayed in fie;ure 1 ;-63_7.
:r.or thc fa.st reactor the f'Lux spe ct rum of a 1000 ;1\}e Hf-\l-type plotted
r n firure 3 was uscd L-6h_7. 11e got i t in thc f'orro of grouIJ f'Luxe s
J ,1,'''')-"\.f'"\ ~I.'.. \.LJ .•
8I~ ..
l
In order to o1Yl,"Ü, -;;he erou}) ave r aged f'Lux densities these have to be
divided by the corres}1onding energy intervals




1V.2. Radiative carrtuz-e cross sectiont _.
~'reasurements of the capt.ure cros s section r.n the fast energy r ange for
thc isoto}1es ln reeard here have till nbw onl;'! been performed for 237Npan d 236u
at several energy points. For some other nuclei studied here calculations
had becn carried out so that z-ad.iat i ve capture cross section va.Lue s for
t.he isotopes 231 pa, 232U, 23
1
+U» 236U t 238pu have been available point-
wa se over thc entire energy rance from 46.5 keV up to 10 I,leV and for
the isotope 231'T over a subr-ange from 0.15 \leV up to 1 .5 HeV. Thenp
references are given in table IV.2.1.
'I'ab Le IV.2.1: References for capbure cross section dat a rn the
ene r-gy r ange from 46.5 keV up to 10 MeV
I the results of' calculations ,.ith unresolved resonanceIpar8J'1eters have been extrapolated above 1 l-:eV by
aasuming a s imi Lar shape as that measur-ed for o of
TJ236 because of' the rather s irai.Lar- s.-wave re30n~nce
par8.TYicters
t he














for vhi ch ("\ (:S)-v8.1ue~~
v
have not 'been IGGBiSUrec1 h.i t.he r-t.o , t.he avera,ge ve.lucGoft:he cant.ur-e c r o s s











-;-ri t11 i == ~ arid
2J1d J:~ denot i.nr; t.he .i s otope st.ud.i.c d
(r.. r) 1 )J.J.c_ ••
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This formula presupposes a similarity ~n the resonance structure of
238p "Cl and tne a sotope concerned ,
In the fomula <crU2 38 > means 0 (E) (238U) averagec1 over the groups 2y Y
and 1 resprectively by use of the wei@1ting spectra in these groups as
c1isplayed in the figures 1 and 3.
. 238
capture cross sect i ons of - U as
• 238
average capture w~dth for U tue
is consistent with the most recent
of :1:oxon F28 7.
.. Mi
Here use vas made of the microscopic
given on the KEDAK-fi1e /-65 7. As
1· -rU238va ue = 23 meV was taken whichy
capture cross eection measurements
For 237np cr -values were avai LabLe only in the energy range from 152 keVy
up to 1.5 MeV. A~ extension of the capture cross section curve beyond
these energylimits by assuming the shape of cr to be the same as thaty
of s IraiLai- isotopes did not seem reasonable because of the ver~r few
data points given. Therefore the average values over the partial groups
2' ..with the energy limits of 152 keV and 800 keV- end 1 t -vTith the energy
limits of 800 keV end 1.5 .eV- of the groups 2 end 1 respective1y have
=====rheel[-'.TeC-ey.ml1Tea-fu~38uan'tt 23+I~-=tr11.e average· capture cross sections











with ~ = 2 end 1
i t = 2 t end 1 t
(IV.2.2)
The averages are given ln the table 11 for all isotopes.
IV.3. Fission cross section
. 231 234 236 237 238 . 't' d tFor the lsotopes Pa, U, U, Np, Pu flss~on cross sec lon a a
based on measurements in the energy range fram 46.5 keV to 10 MeV have
been given in the literature. The references are quoted in tab1e IV.3.1.
For the ether isotopes no experimental information at al1 has been
ave.iLabLe ,
== 26 ...
Table IV.3.1: References for fission cross section data an the





up to 3 BeV smooth curve through measured data pcd nt.s ;
above 3 MeV the authors say that there they have
assuTIed the ar-shape to be the saTIe as that of similar
isotopes
measured fission ratios of U234/U235 have been ß~ven,
the revised values L-33_7 have been taken.
ßased on recent experiments of D. Barton not more
spe c i I'i.ed •
.... l' $ 'e '. -....
0?2
:Par L-l-n , Dr8J~.e has also per f'o'rrsed an eva.l.uat i on L-29_7. But above 1 keV
axpe r-incrrt a'L values 0.0 not exist arid thus crucle errt i.nate s not described
in det.sil have been made , T,'Je h ave therefore preferred to utiJ.ize also
232T th f'" t· . _. _. 237 - ?36 242 - 23[Lfor ,J.e ri ss i on sys enat i c app.tied to ·U.·· Pu, Cm arid l~p.
It is based on the follm·rinc consid.erations of Zartyatrri n L-35 _7.
'J:'he fissile Lsot ope s may be div.i ded roughly into t'I-TO groups: one for the
isotopes 'be i ng fissionable 'by t he rma L neutrons and the ot.he r for isotopes
with a fission threshold above thermal enercies.
* In the meantime Davey himself has revised the fission cross section values
for U236 recommended in 1968. His now preferred values /-70 7 are also
based on the experimental data of Stein et alt in the energy range 1-5 MeV.
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~ne conpound nucleus theory of Bohr L~66_7 describes the fission cross
section above some threshold energy by
= cr c r
f O of the compound
cr f o
Here o is the cross section for the formation of the compound nucleus and
r cr the branching ratio of the probability for the decay of the compound
nucleus by fission. This yields for the relative fission probability
nucleus
=-
ß·;,.t neut ron enez-gies o f about 5 to 7 I.'feV a nev r a se of t he fission cr-os s
section sets for both groups of fissionable isotopes. i.e. for the iso-
topes fissionable by thermal neutrons as weIl as for the isotopes with
a fission threshold above thermal energies. The excitation ener~r becomes
then hiGh enou~1 to permit evaporation of one neutron without reducing
the e:lf:titation enez-gy of the residual nucleus be Lov i ts fission threshold.
The system then gets a second chance to undergo fission L-36_7. The thres-
hold ener~J for the (n,n'f) reaction lS equal to the fission barrier Ef(A)
of the original tare;et nuc.Ieus A« The fission cross section above this
threshold shall oe desisnated by cr~. At neutron ener~ies of about 12 IleV
.'"1
a third chance of undergoinc fission appears due to the emission of a second
neu,tron.
Belo'tT the thresholcl for the (n,n'f) rrocess the fission cross section is
equal to that for the compound nucLeus of Fass nunber A+1. Above this thres-
hold a."1d below the threshold for the (n,2n'f) reaction the fission of the
corrnou...nd nucleus as ve l.L as the fission of the excited target nucleus of
nass number A contribute to the total fission cross se ct i on , 'I'he general
form of the fUnction crf(E) is shOlm in the following fi,~re for thc t~o




Figgre IV.3.1 (from Zamyatnin L-35_7)
a) isotopes fissionable 'by t hermal, neutrons
b) isotopes with a fission threshold above
thermal
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The t~reshold energy Et hr for the (n.f) process is given by
'"Et-~ ~ E~(A+1) - En (A+1) . i.e. the difference between the fission barriernr _ .~
and the neutron binding ener~r 01' the ccm~ound nucleus 01' mass number A+1.
The fission probability after emission 01' one neutron is obtained by
(1_f~+1 )t1;. where f~ is the probabi.Lity for fission 01' the compound nucleus











The values 01' the ratio 01'1/01'0 calculated in such a way show according to
Zamyatnin sufficiently good agreement with known experimental values 01'
this ratio. so that one can estimate lmknown fission cross sections in the
known in the energy region of about 2 to 5 HeV.
11' these latter values are unknown -as in the case 01' the isotopes in stud~
here- there exists a possibility to predict them by using an empirical
correlation pr-oposed by Barschall and Henkel L-37_7. They plotted the fission
cross section for fission induced by 3 HeV neutrons against the parameter
z4/3/A 01' the compound nucleus end found a linear relationship. The theo-
retical significance 01' the parameter z4/31A in this context is not yet
know at present.
The systematic variation 01' 0 f (3 MeV) ,vith Z and A is based on older
measured 0rvalues. It has therefore been checked by plotting more recent
values of knmv.n fission cross seetions at 3 MeV against z4/3/A (figure 5 i
and table 3).
The isotopes 232U• 237Ut 236Put 242em • 238NP• for which this fission sys-
tematic has been studied. belong to the first category 01' fissile nuclei
in the above distinction. that is to those which are fissionable by thermal
A r 242C 237, °t d r h th 1 1'0 °neutrons.s' or m and U tne magnl u e 0 te erma lss~on
cross section. however. ~s very small.
The behaviour 01' of(E) has been assumed in the already indicated manner
(1'igure IV.3.1a). The unkno~m 01' -Values for these isotopes vere read
o
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from figure 5 with the ealoulated parameters z4/3/A of the target nuclei.
In aceordanee with Zarnyatnin we have assumed er = 3b for all isotopes inde-
e
pendent of the neutron energy. Then it was possible to celculate the fission
czoss section at the second pilateau erf1' The results are shown in table lf.
242The O"f1 ...va.Lue for Gm O"f1 = 2.99b ean be compar-ed i"ith the cross section
measuremeä by Fomushkin L-41_7 for fission induced by 14.5 BeV neutrons
(Jr(1 1t . 5I'leV) = 3.03b, althour,h at energies of about 14 j":IeV the (n,2n'f) process
eontributes to the total fission cross section whieh is not the case at
erier-g.i e s of the secend plateau. Othervise one couLd have cmphas i.zed the gooel
a~reement of the tvo values.
The fission cross section beti~en the plateau values afO and O"f1 was assumed
to increase e xponenb i aLl.y ac cor-d.i.ng to the Hill-m1.eeler f'orrnuLa derived
af + ((Jot' -a f )o -'-1 0
1 )
21T (Ef-E)1+e hW
Eot' lS t::lC fission barricr energ:r of t.he compound nucLeus , For the quarrt i by
J.
/ - r: 7 2391) '. 1,1'1w t.he va.Iue 1'luf = 50n keV _ 07... ' wh.i.oh refers to .cu , has Doon ta...en ,
The functians er fun far the isotoj,!cs cons i de.re d are p Lot.t.cd in figura 6 and
are J..isted .i.n tabJ~e" J.... Tl1e avez-age fission cros s section over t he energy
graup 2 can he inferreQ directly from thc figures as the V8~ue of the
first plateau.
. .. .. ... 241 .In our lnvcstlgatlon of flsslon cross sectlons lt lS only Am WhlCh now
still r-enaans to be t reat.ed , For 241An a rev measur-ement.s of the fission
cross section are availahle. They are ~uoted in the following table.
Tahle IV .3.2: Fission cross section measurements for 241Am
Authors
Bowm&~ et alt /-43 7
. -
Protopopov et alt L-l}5_7

















In the energy- range from 30 keV up to 500 keV the average 0f-values deter-
mined by Seeger et all for selected intervals have been used.
From 600 keV up to 3 MeV the fission cross sections have been read from
the curve of Bowman et all In the range fz-om 600 keV up to 1 I·1eV covered
by both me asurement s t those of Bowman et äJ.. and the Petrel measurements t
the agreement between them is very good.
The experimental data points of Bowmanabove 3 MeV have not been adopted
because they do not shov the theoretically expected behaviour: The thres-
hold energy for the (ntn'f) process on 241_~ is 6 MeV L-40_7. that means
the 0f-value corresponding to 6 MeV should be located on the r~s1ng branch
241
of the 0f(E)-curve of Am. But the measurements of Bowman et alt do not
show this behaviour.
Above 3 MeV the shape of the fission cross section has been adapted to that
given in referenee L-59_7 ~~d adjusted to pass through a 0f- value of 2.53b
on the second plateau. This value has been selected amonr, the four measure-
ments at about 14.5 MeV.
The value of o~ =2.30b obtained by FOJ:lushkin by detecting the fission
fragments with ionization chambers shows a good agreement with the value
of frotopopov t who has performed his measurements with agas scintillation
counter filled with Xenon. His other value of 0r(14.5 MeV) = 2.53b has
been determined by using glass-plate fragment deteetors insensitive to
a-radiation. This experimental method has to be preferred beeause of the
high a-activity of 241 Am• In the ease of ionization ehambers the high
background has to be t~~en into aecount ~~d this will orten be difficult.
Thus one has only to corne to adeeision between the two values of 2.53b
and 2.95b. From the formula of Zamyatnin (IV.3.4) one ean infel' the fission
eross section of the first plateau by inserting the knovm value of the
1 .. . . 241 A_ d 242A h b dseeond pateau. The f1ss1on probab111ty for ~~il an m as een e-
termined by using figure 5 and with oe =3b. The resulting 0fo-values
are 0ro = 1.ßb following from thc 0f1-value of Fomusl1kin and 0fO = 2.1b
following from the 0f -value of Kazarinova. The value of 1.Gb 1S in good.~ 1
agreement Ifith the plateau value measured by Bowman et al , and in moderate
agreement with the value measured by Kazarinova. Therefore the value of
O'f(1).J..5 HeV) = 2.53b given by Fomushlci,n has been as sumed to be appropriate
:::>l~ 1for the second plateau. The preferred 0f(E)-curve for -- Am is shovn in
fif,u.r~.J_'
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IV .l~'e .(n,fP.J. cross section
1'he (n s2n) process coropetes with the other processes only in the enerVJ
group 1 s because the threshold energy for this reaction is between about
6 and 7 IleV for the isotopes stud.ied , ~TeasureI'1ents are comp.l.et eLy Lack-
ing for all isotopes ln regard here except for 237up at a sincle ener~J
point. Calculations of the (n,2n) cross section haV'e already been per-
formed for the isotopes 231pa, ~32U, 234Us 236u, 238pu• Authors and
nethods are given in the following table.
Table IV .1}.1: References for (n ,2n) cross section data
6.20 '/0V Drake , ITi chols




evaluation by Parker /-37 7
based on cross sections :rör similar
.nuc.Li.dea and ontical mode.l, c8,l-
culations




-r-t th . 't 237U 237T'TT';;' or e rem~unlng lSO opes s - "j,
(n,2n) cross section data have not been
with the method indicated by Pearlstein
available and have been calculated
;-)+7 7. ' Fcr 237Np, cont r ary to
- -
the other isotopes mentioned, exists a single measurement of the (n,2n)
cross section at 14.5 neV vhich has served to fit the (n s2n) share from
Pearlstein.
Pearlstein uses the following relation for 0n,2n
Rere is 0 the total non-elastic cross section and 0 M the surn of the
n,e n.
crosS sections of all the processes, in which the only nucleons released
are neutrons
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o = 0 + 0 + 0 3 + ••••n,M n,n' n,2n n, n
The contribution of these reactions, in which more than one neutron is
emitted (below 10 t1eV this concerns only the (n,2n) reaction), to the
o
total neutron-producing reactions is given by the ratio crn• 2n•
n,ME
The ratio can be obtained as a function of the quantity C - B (whereo - E;
EB - binding energy per nucleon in the target nucleus, En - incident
neutron energy) fram a curve in dependence upon the paramete r p = 4aEB
(where a is the level density parameter ). This parameter detennines
the increase of 0 2 above the threshold.
n , _n
. on H .. ' .The rat~on ~ ~nd~cat~ng the competition between neutron producing
. . n,e. .reaC~20ns and all otner non-elast1c processes can beread from the
figure 3 in reference L-47_7 using the neutron excess factor (N-Z)/A
(N - number of neutrons, Z - number of protons, A - mass number).
For heavy nuclei like those considered here the ratio of 0 _ to cr
n ,t'l n,e
is almost equal to unity, because the cross sections of the charced
particle reactions are very small and the fast neutron capture cross
section can also be ne g.Iecte d , Then i t follows
Thus ab ove the fission threshold except 0 ,~only the fission cross section
n ,1',
contributes essentiallY to the non-elastic cross section. The non-elastic
cross section o at 14 MeV is gi ven by Pearlstein as a function of the
n,e
mas s number A. ~{e have assumed for cr ,analog-ously as for the calculation
n,e
of unknown fission cross sections, a value of 3b. With the fission crosS
section from chapter IV.3 it then follows for 0 n~M






Now the (n,2n) cross sections could be deterrrined from the r8tio n,2p.
cr "n,!'J
obtained with the calculated parameters p and s from the curveS of
Pearlstein.
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Por 237Np the (n,2n)-cross section values fro~ threshold up to 10 MeV
have first also been calculated like for the other isotopes regarded
here according to the syste~atic given by Pearlstein vith ° = 3b and
c
taking into account ofeE) in the manne-r described above , Then °n.2n
at 14.5 }~V vas determined according to Pearlstein by taking into account
the campetition of the (n,3n) process, tne threshold of vhich is at about
12.5 rv~eV. The measurement of the (n,2n) cross section at 11~.5 MeV gives:
0n,2n (14.5 11eV) = (O.39±0.07)b L-49_7
For the adjustment to this value all the (n,2n) cross section values have
been multiplied b~r the ratio
o
n,2n (14.5 MeV)exner. 0.39
(14.5 MeV) = 0.2b4 = 1.477o
n.2n
calc.
The (n,2n) cross section values for the various isotopes are gl.ven l.n
table 6 and displayed in figure 8a and 8b.
IV.5. 1'1ean nuraber- of neutrons ner fission
. - - - - - - ti', .-"t
The averages of the vßan number of neutrons per fission v over the rive
-energy gr-oups are here given as the avez-age values of the quarrt i.tiy v"a.c>.
J.
At low energies up to the upper linit of group 3, v does not change
vTith neutron energy , Thus yields
- -<va;>- =v. <a f > . ,... l. 1. .l.
Over the energy r ange of group 2 v is still almost constant an d the avez-age
has been detennined as arithmetic mean value of the v-values at the two
ener~r limits of the grou}?
The mean numbers of fission neutrons in the range of the energy groups 2,3,4
and 5 are given in table 7 for all the isotopes in re gard , As for group 1
first of all the products v(E)o.c>(E) have been calculated and then the average
...
values have been determined fram equation (IV.1) setting 0x(E) = v(E)of(E).
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The 5-eroup values of vOf are sum~arized in the tables 11 and 12.
Hith regard to the isotopes studied here the mean number of neutrons ne r
f " " ... , h i.tih Ort b d' 1 f 234 d 237 "-'~ss~on v nas ~ e 0 een neasure on y or U an Np at s~ngle
ener-gy po.irrt.s ,
For 231 pa arid 2321] lirake ;-29 7 has investigated the variation in \i as a
.. ..
f~~ction of the neutron energy. The procedure, according to which v(E)
has been determined, is not described in the report. As far 232U the
values have not been adopted for the same reason as indicated studring
231the fission cross section. For Pa we have taken the values given by
Drake as a basis for averaging.
. 234 - 7f~ong the U-isotopes lt was U for which Fillmore / 50 has given a
review of avai.LabLe experimental data for v, the mean numbe r of prompt
neutr-ons , The measured data points obtained by Mather et ale L-51_7
covering the enez'gy r ange up to about l~ NeV have been fitted in that
evaluation by
V (TI:) = 2.371 + 0.1353 E (tleV)
:P
" "".. ". 252 - (2.52 )w~th normallzatl0n to the v for snontaneous flss~on of Cf v Cf
P - P
=3.732. This relationship for the dependence of v on the energy of the
neutrons inclucing fission "ras used for the determination of v(E) for
231+ "U ~n the whole energy range above the fission threshold.
To the other U-isotopes &ld the Pu-isotopes the systematics of Schuster
end ITowerton /-52 7 were appliecl, as the calculated results of these authors
235 238- - 233 ".for U, U arid TJ compare favourably w~th e xper i.merrta.L data ,
The variation in v as a runction of the ener-gy of the neutrons caus i.ng fission
has been a.,.escribed b'vT Leachnn.~ /-53-7' .,=",-. in the follmnng manner t
.. -
(IV.5.4)
where va and V
1
depend upon the fissioning isotope concerned. Schuster and
Howerton have mod.i f'i e d tluis equat i on by taking into accourrt the various
fission modes , that is the standard (n,f) proce sa , the (n,n'f) fission above
about; bi1eV and the (n,2n' f) fission above abotrt 12 jo1eV.
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Instead of vo' the v-value at thermal neutron energy, they have introduced
vt hr' the v-value at the fission thresnold energy. For vt hr Schuster and
Eowerton have deduced the following systenatic for U-isotopes.
where a = 2.39, ß = 0.02 and 8 = 0.06.
The constants have been obtained by fits to the 235U_data. If one ignores
- 235the odd-even effect, then a is identical with the value of v for U at
threshold. The second term gives the change in vt hr with ~ass number 11.
of the uraniu..1'7l isotope. The third term takes accourrt of the fact that
a nucleus with an even nu~ber of neutrons tends to split into tvo fraplents
with also even numbers cf neutrons.
For the determination of the slope v, of the linear relation for v(E? a
second syst.emat.Lc equation has been given by Schuster and Hover-t on for
U-isotopes.
v, (p.) = Y -I- A (A-235)
where y = 0.130 and A = 0.006.
(IV.5.G)
A tru:es into account that the slope ',>, increases by 4.5% per additional
1 . +' U' t t " d . . t 235 - f t ", hnuc eon 1n ~ne "lSO ope s,ua1e . 1n conparlson 0 U, a ac wnlcn _as
been inferred by Schuster and Eowerton from the measur-ement s of v(:C) for
238u, 233U and 235U• Accor-d.irig to Schuster and Eovez-ton this behaviour
has to oe expected because ',>, varies ~nversely with the neutron binding
energy and this decreases 'by about 3% for each additional nucLeon ,
Above tne threshold of the (n,n'f) and (n,2n'f) reaction the branching ratios
between pure (n,f) andthe other fission modes have to be estimated at e ach
enez-gy podrrt , At energies up to '0 H:eV only the (n,n' r) pr-oce ss compet.e s
v1ith the standard fission mode, Then the general e quat i on for v(A,B) deduced
by Schuster and Eowerton obtai.ns the follov1ing form:
(IV.5.7 )
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R(n,f) and R(n,n'r) glve the contribution of the two fission modes,
being considered here, to the total fission.
The calculations for thePu-isotopes have been performed by using also
the above formule. viith the only di fference that the equat i ons for "'1
end "'thr found by Schuster and howerton are the following Olles:
"'thr(A) ~ 2.77 + 0.02 (A-239) + 0.06(_1)A
"'1 (A) = 0.124+ 0.006 (A-239)
(IV.5.8)
(IV.5.9)
. 238The magn i.t.ude sof R(n.f) end R(n,n'f)have been obtained except for Pu
from the lfplots in figures 4 end 6t whe re the daahed curves are the
238
assumed extensions for the various fission modes. For Pu these values
have been taken from the corresponding plot in the evaluation of Dunford
and lüter ;-32 7 with the aasump'ti on that the first plateau is fixed at
.. ..
1 !1eV. They are summar-iaed in table 9 for all the uranium and plutonium
isotopes investigated.
The threshold enerf<ies for (n ,f) and lu-,n '-1') fisß-ion accnrding to charrt.ez..
111.3 have the following meaning:
Ethr(n,f) = Ef (A+1) .. EB(A+1)
Ethr(n,n'f) =Ef(A)
where A is the mass number of the target nucleus.
The threshold energies for the tWQ fission modes as weIl as the values "'thr
and "'1 for the uz-an i um and plutonium isotopes are givenin table ,8"
The cnange of v with neutron energy is shmvn for these isotopes in table 10
and in figure 9.
For the Hp... , Am- end Cm...isotopes it was impossible to derive similar sya-
tematics because ot the lack of data. Therefore the linear energy dependence
..." "( 4) b l"d f 237. 238of v glven a.n equat i.on IV.5.· has been assumed to e va 1 . or Np , Np,
241 242An and Cm. The constants "'0 and "'1 for the four isotopes have been
determined as folIows.
"'0 is the average nu.rnber of neutrons for thermal neutron-induceQ fission.
A general correlation for these values is given by Gordeeva and Smirenkin
L"54..7 for the isotopes with Z ~ 90
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=0.09 ~ with ~ - -1 for even-even
o for oo.d-A
target nuclei
"ralues have been renorm.alized b:,t the aut hor s
The formula may be applied only to those nuclei far removed from the rroLge
of closed shells and sub-shells. It is based on the representation of the
nunber V of prompt neutrons enitted per fission by linear functions of Z
aQo. At that is for a fixed neutron energy
03 takes account of the odd-even effect. The coefficients Ci have been
det.e rmi.ncd by Le as't-ss quare rits to experimental dat!'" on thr-n'lal fission
~ th . t t 1· 229mh 233U 235U 239Pu 2h1Pu 241 A ~or _e SlX are;e nuc ea .l. • • .• ". 'm. .,wor
the fit these experimental
to Vther.mal (235tJ) = 2.43. The f'oz-mu.l a preelicts the val.ues of \ip for neutron-
incluced fission for nuclei vrith Z > 90 anel TI > 152 to wi thin about 3%. 'I'he
contribution of the delayed neutrons. however t to the total nrunber of neutrons
to take theirmunber into account here e spe c i a'lLy also be cause of the Lack
of information aboirt it. 'I'he above formula (IV.5.10) yields the quantities
vo eiven in table IV.5.2 for the four isotopes being considered.
The quantity v 1 in equation (IV.5.lt) inc1icates the increase of \i with l.n-
creasing ener-gy ,
Al:most all of the exc i tation of the fissioning nucl.eus , increasing w.it h
increasing incident neutron enere;y. appears as excitation of the fragment~.
This leads to
where E is the incident neutron energy and EO the average energy required
to release a neutron. Terrell has Quoted a value of 6.7 MeV for EO and
with that it follows v 1 ~ 0.15 HeV- 1 L-55_7. This value has been adopted
for the isotopes except for 237NP• for which the existence of measurements
has offered another way for the determination of v 1 •




... IRenormalizedneutron ener-zv v Reference Cornment value -















1.8 MeV 2.96±0.05 ;-57 7 normalized 2.91
...
- to V~H~~~~l renormalized by us to
=2.47 vt h (U235)=2 .43erm
2.5 rl :2 '72:L'.' t: - -~l'JleV I .IV I ----- neu C.J 1_. ~v. 1,,/ .t!J.\J.l.2J.p"'"
...
- renormalized to vt~g~5)trons; nor-
malized to = 2'.H.3
vt h (U235)erm
=2.'+7
The exyeriMental value of Kuz'minov /-58 7 has been excluded. because after
... ...
renormalization i t has become e qua.L to the thermal value obtained by for-
mu1a (III.5. 10) • The other three experimental data points and the calculated
thermal value of' v have proven as appropriate to a linear fit with slo1'e
v1 = 0.13.
The follO'.ring table gives a survey on the use d values far v1 and va'




238 .. 2.77 0.15
..1
v(E)=2. n+O.15E1m HeV
241 - 3.08 0.15 -1 v(E)=3.08+0.15EAm aeV
242 Cm, 3.19 0.15
-1 v(E)=3.19+0.25EMeV




In the final phase of the investigations reporteo. here 8,.11 eve.Luat i on of
t " d f 237 "d b h I C'cross sec r on .ata. or NI' car-r-i.e t out y t. e . daho NucLear- o'rpor-at i on
has been published /-60 7 vhi.ch has not been re zar-de d ,
- - -
In the resolved and unresolved resonance region the computation of cross
sections in this report is based completely on the resonance data of
D. Paya , The Ldaho eva.luation uses a great part of the Paya d.at a , but
also older ones , They Lrrtend , howeve r , to incorporate fully the Paya
t h " . .. 2~7 " I h f "da a ::LU t. e i r next maj or re-evaluat::Lon of the - Np f i Le , n t e ast reg::Lon
for the capture cross section the measurements of Stupegia et alt ;-31 7
have been taken 80S a basis in the Idaho report as weIl as in t h i s vcrk ,
As for the fission cros s section of 237NP the Tdaho evaluation a s b ase d
on the results of Perkin and ~fuite at low energies, and in the fast recion
the greatest weieht is given to the data of ';'ihi te. 'Ihe s ame b as i.s h ave the
reco~~ended fission data of Davey used in this report. The (n,2n) cross
section values have been de te.rmi.ned in the tv;o reports accordi.n s; to the
procedure given by Pearlstein. In the Idaho evaluation, however, the shape
of 0
n
, 2n has not been fitted to the experimental value at 14.5 MeV L-49_7.
If the ad~ustment of the curve would be performed, one would obtain °~ n,2n
va.Lues larger by a factor of about 2.6 arid these would be in better 8.gree-





Strictly the same values would yield only with identic~l °
.. nIe
- value s (we have as s umed ° to be 3b an accordance with the
n ,e on I.f
in the fission systematics and~ = 1, whereas the Idaho
on IvT n,e
evaluation us e s o = 2.85b and~ = 0.98, both ve l.ues derived from
n,e n e
the corresponding Pearlstein curves'.
." 237 .For the mean number of neutrons per f'a s sa on of Np the Idaho eva.Luatri on
gives
v(E) = 2.61 + 0.16E
6 -1This energy dependence h as been determined by aasumi ng a slope of 0.1 MeV
and passing through the average of the two measurements of Hansen /-56 7.
In this report the two measurements of Hansen have been used together with
... 40 ...
a Russian measurement to fix the slope of the straight-line function v(E)t
w"hils"t tne thermal v-value has been taken from a systematic formula (see
chapter IV. 5. ) • The lastprocedure for the deduction of v(E) has to be
pre rer-red , because the aLope for v(E) as aasumed in the Idaho evaluation
f 237 T' t h ." .. (, 01" Np a s noc aractiez-Lst.a caf. for t.hi,s asotope the assumed slope has
been derived in L-68_' for a universal curve v(E) for neutron energies above
1.6 MeV for 232Ut 235 Ut 239pu by adding a constant ener~r to the incident
neutron energy for each nuc.l i.de }, Both functions v"(:L;) have been d.ispIayed
111 figure 10.
It 1-TOulc1 be just as 1ve11 merrt.Loned here that C.L. Dun f'or-d an d E. Alter ;-7 7
. 238 - -
have g~ven for Pu a straight-1ine function for v(E)
v(E) = + O.118E (MeV)
which has not been adopted in this report. In this formu1a the multipli-
ci~i~s~f fission modes have not been t~~en into account as postu1ated by
Schuster arid Hove r-t on and car-r.i.ed out in this work , Both fimctions v(E} ,.
that of Dunford and Alter arid that one derivec1 11ere, are di apLayed in fiQlre
9. The elifferences in v are of obout 4% at maximwn.
Concerning 236U t.he average resonance par-anet.ers used in this reI)ort
have been based on pr-eLi.mi.nar-y resu1ts of Carlson (referenced in CIITDA (8)
obtained f'ron 17 pos i t i ve resona:nces between 5.45 eV and 2'(2 .ßeV. Eis
fil1all~' pubLi shed resuJ.ts L-1 1f t not re ferenced in cnmA 69 7 based on
resonance measur-ements for a single negative resonance a.t -9.7 eV arid
28 positive resonances up to e~ energy of 415 eV have not been taken
into aceount , These results show that we have as suned too large values
for 8 0 end Dob s and t.co srlaJ.:l. va.l.ue s for ry an d 8 1• In a later 1"0-
eva'Iuat i on this de f'e c't has to be corre ct.ed , A conpari.aon of the





A. t f' 236UHverage resona~ce ~arame ers _or
Values preferred Values eiven by A.D. Carlson et a.l ,












calculated from measured average
capture cross sections
calculated from resonance para-
meters
Certainly these r eaonance measur-ernent;s of Carlson can gJ.ve adecision corr-
cerning the thermal capture cross section determined by I1cCallum L-69_7
by subtraction of a calculated scattering cross section value f'r-om a measur-ed
~====-=S"=JtE"ii-ot=a;r This value differs 1)y
from activation measurements.
a large a.mount. frotl....-the a -values reJ3ultingy
It may be that this dds cr-epency is due to
a wrong scattering cross section value which has been obtained by McCallum
~
from parameters of the t'TO Lovest resonances at -8eV and +5.48 eV. There-
fore it lwuld be important to calculate again this value with the recent
parameters of Carlson.
= 42"
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Table 1: Thermal neutron cross sections at 0.025 eV
Isotope o r» 7y- .. Reference Comments










































values at 0.025 eV; ° recommended in '''1y -
in '-29 7 recommended values at 0.025 eVj
- -
° from available measurements (the samey ,
ones are considered as in ["1_7). 0f cal-
culated from resolved resonance parame-
ters.
The small subthreshold fission was neg-
lected.
in /-1 7 recommended values. ° for ther
- - y
mal spect.rum, °f for thermalized spectr~
calculated from resolved resonance para-!
meters




with the value from L-29_7 one obtains 0j
as arithmeti c mean of the three vaäues ,
in /-1 and 2 resp,_7 recommended values
at 0.025eV. rr based on measurements ;y
C1 f is expected to be about 0.006b L-2_7
value preferred in L-23_7
in /1.2 and 30 resp7 recommended values ~
- -
0.025eV. ° based on several activationy
measurements
in L-3_7recommended values at 0.025eV; o~
=6.0±0.4bobtained in resonance integral
measurements
obtained from preliminary C1 -measurementsy
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Table 1: continued




















































The first two Ci .values quoted here arey
averages over the same available measure-
ments both taking into account the Ci -valuey
of 8.1b L-69_' obtained from a measurement
of o '! Without that va.Lue an unweighted
average of 5.6b would follow from the basic
measurements. Also most recent measurements
/-14 7 show the tendency to lower values.
- -
values at 0.025eV. obtained from measure-
ments of the corresponding effective cross
sections
experimental values at 0.025 eV
in L-3_7 preferred values at Oe025 eV ii ob-
tained rrom measurements
the small subthreshold fission neglected
0f-value at 0.025 eV from measurement
of measured in the thermal column of' the
~Rrl 7 recommended value at 0.025eV.
- -based on measurements
values at 0.025eV calculated from single-
level resonance parameters
preferred values at 0.025eV; 0y from 0Abs=
563b
values at 0.025eV;OyfrOm a measured CiAbs•
values with 0f=3b;
0f measured in the thermal column of the
MTR relative to "r (Pu239)=806b ;




Reference 0fL-b_7 Reference Comments
0y measured for pile neutrons; 0f calc:u-
lated from 0 th. under the assumptiony erm
that the value estimated in L-8_7 for
the ratio 0y/OAbS=0.96 for Cm244 can be
taken also for Cm242
Isotope 0 /-b 7y- .-
242em 20±1096 6 0.8 8
I ... ..
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Table 2; Preferred microscopic va.lues of the fission cross section
of 236u































Table 3: Variation of the fission cross section
(see figure5)at 3 MeV with z4/3/A
(A mass number of the target nucleus)
Target nucleus z4/3/A of( 3!;-1eV) Reference
/-b 7
- -
226R 1.732 O.88 a
232Th 1.738 0.130 Davey ;-33 790
- -
231 p 1.772 1.30 Drake , Ni'chols /-29 791 a
- -
?~~ 1.782 Davey /-33 i-~~u 1.7192
- -234U 1.775 1.40 Davey L-33_792
235U 1.767 1.18 Davey L-33_792
236
---------------- - -------- ----------- ----
';;fe.
238u 1.745 0.50092
237Np 1.178 1.5993 Davey L-33_7239Pu 1.788 1.8294
240Pu 1.781 1.5794
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Table 4: Plateau values 01' the fission cross section
. 232 237 238 236 242for the J.sotopes U. U. NP. Pu. Cm
Target nucleus Fission barrier EB(A+1) first plateau l' second plateau/-40 7 01' r» 7 0A 01' r- _7
- Ef" [·MeV..7 L-~leV..7
0-" 1
232U 5.49 5.93 1.86 0.62 2.67
231U
experimental
4.966 (a) 2.13 0.71
237u 5.80 exp. 6.07 9.67 0.223 1.325
236u 6.40 exp , 0.844 0.281
I
238NP 5.427 (a) 6.23 . 1.24 0.413 2.12
237Np 6.04exp. 1.50 0.500
,236Pu 5.078 ( a) 6.05 2,54 0.846 2.96
235 pu 4.70 exp , 2.79 0.93
242em 4.847 (a) 5.69 2.70 0.90 2.99





(a) Er(Me'V) = (19.0-0.36 Z2/A+E) E: =fg.4
\0.7
R.Vandenbosch] G.T. Seaborg. Phys. Bev. 110 (1958)
PJmong the fission barriers reported by Prince L=40_7 those which have been
determined by experiment or , if nonexl at.ent , which ha.ve been calculated from
(a) , were selected.
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Table 5: Fission cross section data in the fast region
for the isotopes 232U• 237Ut 238NP t 236Pu• 242cm
(see also figure 6)
1. Average fission cross section values over group 2 from 46.5 keV to 800 keV
Isotopes U232 U237 Np238 Pu236 Cm242
1.86 0.67 1.24
2. Fission cross section values in the energy range of group 1 from 800 keV
up to 10 MeV






























































































!a'ble 6: (n.2n) cross sections for the isotopes 237u• 237NP•
238NP• 236Pu • 241Am• 242Cm
(the underlined energies indicate the threshold of the (n.2n)






















































~ = ==4==f=k- ----------- -- ----~~ee··=··=-==j==-==n='fi===l='=t'~~====1=====
~.~ '.~, 71V VlVI/
Pu236 Am241 Cm242




0.80 o. 0.80 o. 0.80 O.
7.41 O. ~ o. 6.90 o.
7.8 I 0.0032 6.0 I 0.0289 I 7.0 I o.8.0 0.0062 6.5 0.174 7.5 0.0017
8.5 0.0148 7.0 0.282 8.0 0.0039
9.0 0.0228 7.5 0.347 8.5 0.0059
9.5 0.0284 8.0 0.367 9.0 0.0072
10.0 0.0320 8.5 0.404 9.5 0.0081




Table 7: Average values of the mean number of neutrons per fission









234u I - 2.432~6__
- ,-
-- ~u .. 2.lJ.U
237U .. 2.465
237Np .. 2.73
123811T"" ':>.77 ':> A~
236Pu 2.87 2.92
238Pu 2.83 2.88
241 Am 3.09 3.15
242cm 3.19 3.25
0.025 eV
0.5 eV .. 1 keV
1 keV .. 46.5 keV
46.5keV .. 800 keV
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Table a: Mean number of' neutrons per fission for the isotopes
232U 236U 237U 236Pu 238Pu, , . ,
I,
Isotope 'Vt hr 'V1 Threshold /-MeV7
- -(n,f) process (n.n'f)process
U232 2.39 0.112 -0.44 4.966
U236 2.47 0.136 +0.96 5.80
U237 2.37 0.142 -0.27 6.40
Pu236 2.77 0.106 -0.97 4.70
1'"11238 .... Q1 I 0.118 I -0.16 4.90 I'e V I
Pu235 2.63 0.100
"Pu:?~1 2.67 0.112
~l=::: 0.106 I!ßTf30----I- --- 4
232U
v(E) =R ~(2.39+0.112(E+O.44»+R ~(1+2.25+0.106(E-4.966»
n,~ n.n~
236u
v(E) =R ~(2.47+0.136(E-0.96})+R ,~(1+2.33+0.130(E-5.80»
n,~ n.n ~
237u
v(E) =R ~(2.37+0.142(E+0.27»+R ,~(1+2.47+0.136(E-6.40»
n,~ n,n ~
236Pu
v(E) =R ~(2.77+0.106(E+0.97»+R ,~(1+2.63+o.100(E-4.70»
n,~ n,n ~
238pu
v(E) = R ~(2.81+0.118(E+0.16»+R ,~(1+2.67+0.112(E-4.90»n,~ n.n ~
~'
· ...... ....






U232 U236 JU237 Pu236 Pu238
E;-MeV 7 R f Rn.ntf E;-MeV 7 R Rn.,ntf EtMeV~7 Rn,! Rn n'f ErMeV 7 R R EL·Mev.7 Rn,f Rn,n'f• ... n. ... ... n,f ... ... n.f n,n'f11
I
0.8 1.0 o. 0.8 1.0 O. 0.8 1.0 o. 0.8 1.0 o. 0.8 1.0 o.
4.5 1.0 o. 5.7 1.0 o. 5.9 1.0 O. 4,2 1.0 0, 1.0 1.0 o.
4.75 0.978 0.022 6.07 0.86 0.14 6.15 0.97 0.03 4.45 0.992 0.008 1.2 0.95 0.05
5.0 0.82 0.18 6.70 0.63 0.37 6.3 0.83 0.17 4.6 0,965 0.035 1.5 0.91 0.09
5.1 0.74 0.26 7.41 0.515 0.485 6.4 0.67 0.33 4.7 0.92 0.08 2.0 0.91 0.09
5.25 0.705 0.295 8.19 0.465 0.535 6.5 0.568 0.432 4.8 0.88 0.12 3.0 0.80 0.20
5.50 0.696 0.304 9.05 0.46 0.54 6.65 0.515 0.485 4.95 0.86 0.14 4.0 0.75 0.25
10. 0.696 0.304 10. 0.49 0.51 6.90 0.505 0.495 6.0 0.86 0.14 6.0 0.74 0.26







Table 10: v-values as a :f\mction of the neutron energy













































































































4 -43.0 I 0.03 2.3 9.0 3. 8 10
0.22 I 0.12 1.5 8.1 5.81 10-3
=.J 0.12 2.7 11.6 3.21 10-4
--l' ,1
k:V,J~ 800keV - 10 !:!eV
<va > <0 > <0 > <va > <0 >
f Y f f 2n
,. f
5-groUD avetaGed values of o(n,f). cr(n'Y)J cr(n,2n)
and vo(n,f)llfOr the case of athermal reactor srectrum
(cros s sectrns in bar-n )
Table 11:
';ner FS'J GrouD
I I • '"1- I • ....... '" • «.
5 I 1+ I I] 3 I 2
thermal group 0.5eV - lkeV I lrV - 1>6.5keV I 46.5keV - 80C
Isotope - I - I -<0 > <of> <vcr~> <0 > <af> <Vo> I <0 >i <0 > <vo >, <0 > <0 >Y ~' Y f I Y I f f Y f
• « b .• j t» d·. 'l' '
Pa231 200 0 - 61 0 -. I 3.5 0 - Il).'-I3 0.18
U232 78 T( 188 20 39 95 I O.'{ 5.0 12 I 0.16 1.9
U231~ 95 0 - 91 0 - I 1.4 0 - 0.31 0.29
U236 5.6 0 - 51+ 0 - I 1.4 0 - I 0.31 0.004
U237 480 2 )~.8 I 37 0 - I 2.2 0 - 0.18 0.67
Np237 170 0 - I 122 0 - i 4.6 0 - I 0.96 0.22,
Np238 1>3 2200 6091> i 3.7 191 528 I 0.1 8.1 22 0.30 1.2
Pu236 33 162 465 , 25 123 353 I 1.0 4.8 14 0.30 2.5
Pu23G 5);7 16 1].5 18 ') R 7.9 I 2. 1f 0.64 1.3 I 0.14 1•1~.~ .......
Am241 582 3 9.3 208 1.1 3.~· 1[.5 0.02 0.07 I 0.30 0.07
Cm242 20 O.n ") ,,- 87 3.9 112.1.f 2.9 o. n o.41 1 0.30 2.7c: • u









Table 12: t: averagec1 values of O'(n.f). O'(n.y). 0(n.2n)
" -u'" ""'''J!
and va( ••r) ror the case of a fast reactor spectrum
(cross lei in barn )
,
1--- ..-
Energy Group 5 )~ 2 1
thermal group 0.)tG5eV ... 1kc~V 1keV 1 )tG .5J.,:eV Ij.G~5keV - 800koV 800keV - 10MeV
.. ... ... ..
-Isotope <0 > <: <vo f> <0 > <0f> <vo > <0 > I cr > <va > <0' > <0 > <\10 f> <0 > <0 > <vof> <o2n>y y f y i f f Y f Y f
1iE_ . '.. I
Pa231 200 0 ... 10.6 0 ... 3.0 0 ... 0.53 0.11 0.28 0.07 1•1 4.2 9.40 10...4
U232 78 77 188 3.7 10.3 25 0.8 2.2 5.3 0.10 1.9 4.7 0.07 1.9 7.3 4.64 10-4,
U234 95 0
-
5.8 0 .. 0.9 0 ... 0.33 0.19 0.46 0.18 1.3 4.9 2.84 10...4 ,
U236 5.6 0 ... 4.9 0 ... 0.9 0 ... 0.33 0.0015 0.0036 0.18 0.62 3.5 1.95 10...3 ;
U237 480 2 4.8 16 0 ... 3.9 0 ... 0.07 0.67 1.7 0.18 0.68 3.1 9.91 10"'3
Np23rr 170 0 ... 15.3 0 ... 3.3 0 ... 1.14 0.18 0. 11-9 0.22 1.5 6.2 1.54 10-3
Np238 43 2200 6094 2.1 18.3 51 0.5)~ '7.8 22 0.12 1.2 3.4 0.30 1.3 6.0 5.51 10...3
Pu236 33 162 465 4.7 8.8 25 1.0 :2.0 5.8 0.12 2.5 7.3 0.30 2.6 9.7 2.08 10- 5
Pu238 547 16 1t5 6.9 1.6 ~~. 5 1.2 0.28 0.78 0.16 0.88 2.5 0.03 2.2 9.0 1.10 10- 4
Am241 582 3 9.3 15.7 1.4 ~~ .1+ 3.1 0.59 1.8 0.12 0.05 0.16 0.30 1.4 8.1 1.97 10...3











Flux spectrum of athermal reactor
NAP-core spectrum
Flux spectrum of a fast reactor
The fission cross section for 236u
Correlation of 0f (:3MeV) i"ith z4/3/A
The fission cross section in the fast reglon for
232U 237U 236Pu ' 238. T 2!~2Cm,.., , ,1'1p,
Fig. 7 Preferred shape of 0f(E) for 241~
Fig. 9 v as a f'unct.i.on of the neutron energy for 232U, 236u,
23~J 236I~ 238p
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